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a b s t r a c t

The capability of accessing multiple channels through multiple interfaces improve network capacity and is

desirable for future Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks (MANETs). However, due to the presence of jammers as well

as mobility and ad-hoc features, MANETs require distributed and efficient resource management for channel

assignment. To address the channel assignment problem, which is a non-deterministic polynomial-time hard

(NP-hard) problem, we propose a heuristic algorithm called Channel Assignment and JAmmer Mitigation (CA-

JAM). The CA-JAM algorithm assigns a distinct channel for every interface of one station, and then all stations

exchange the assignment information through beacon frames on every individual interface. When one station

receives a beacon, the station organizes the information into tables. Therefore, each station, distributively,

uses the table to reduce the number of neighboring stations using the same channel to avoid interference

which in turn improves the throughput. The tables are also used to learn the disconnected neighbors due

to jamming so as to mitigate the effect of jamming and maintain connectivity. CA-JAM is fully distributed

with no use of control channel or central entity; thus, it improves connectivity and reduces interference by

balancing stations over the available channels while mitigating jamming effects from multi channel multi

interface MANETs. We confirm that CA-JAM outperforms existing protocols using the OPNET simulator.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) provide flexibility and scala-

ility to set up a network compared to infrastructure networks. Such

etworks can be used in military combat, disaster relief or large con-

truction sites. All MANET stations with a single interface or radio1

hould belong to the same service set on a single channel to stay

onnected, even if the interface can switch between channels [1]. As

he number of MANET stations increases, interference and collision

mong them increase as well. This degrades network capacity, flexi-

ility and scalability. Unlike other networks, MANETs are designed to

ave minimal manual configuration, low cost of hardware, and toler-

nce to jamming attacks and mobility [2].

Jamming is caused by high powered devices intentionally de-

igned to attack a wireless network, which is referred to as in-

entional jamming. Also, jamming can arise unintentionally from

on-compatible standards, e.g. 802.11 and 802.15.1 operating in the
✩ Part of this work has been presented in ACM International Conference on Ubiqui-

ous Information Management and Communication (IMCOM) 2014.
∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +82 312193618; fax: +82 312191688.

E-mail addresses: zizutg@ajou.ac.kr, zizutg@gmail.com (Y.Z. Jembre),

hoiyj@ajou.ac.kr (Y.-J. Choi).
1 Throughout the text, the terms interface and radio are used interchangeably.
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.4GHz ISM band, which is mostly referred to as interference. Another

ype of jamming in MANETs is caused by denial-of-service (DoS) at-

acks [3] where malicious stations transmit false messages to con-

ume network resource and starve other stations. To mitigate jam-

ing, first we need to detect it and then avoid using the jammed

hannel. Under the assumption that such jamming attacks are de-

ectable, stations can dynamically switch from one channel to an-

ther [4] as in dynamic spectrum access, where stations search for

new channel when the current operating channel is unavailable.

Due to the reduction of radio cost, it is now easier to fit multi-

le interfaces in one station, as seen in Wi-Fi devices that work for

oth 2.4GHz and 5GHz. Therefore, our aim is to exploit this advantage

o enhance the network capacity and flexibility of MANETs with the

elp of Multiple Interfaces of stations operating on Multiple Channels

MIMC) [5] by proposing a new channel assignment scheme. In ad-

ition, the channel assignment algorithm should overcome the jam-

ing problem as well.

In this paper, we first formulate the channel assignment problem

s graph partitioning problem that minimizes the number of adja-

ent vertices on the same partition, and then propose a distributed

nd heuristic channel assignment algorithm called Channel Assign-

ent and JAmmer Mitigation (CA-JAM), because the problem is found

o be non-deterministic polynomial-time hard (NP-hard). In CA-JAM,

rst, each station determines a distinct random channel for all of
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-
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its interfaces and exchanges beacons on each interface for a simple

rendezvous process. To enhance the rendezvous process, algorithms

described in [6] and [7] can be used. Up on receiving beacons from

neighbors, stations organize the information into two tables: an in-

terface table and a neighbor table. To avoid interference, stations look

up the number of neighbors per interface from its interface table and

check whether it has multiple links with all neighbors on this in-

terface. If these conditions are satisfied, the station switches to an-

other channel to organize a less congested network and seek more

connectivity.

When a channel is jammed, the following steps are performed: (1)

neighbors that are exclusive to the jammed interface are selected, i.e.,

neighbors with a single link; (2) channel information about the un-

jammed interfaces of these neighbors is inferred; and (3) the chan-

nel that is shared among most neighbors is selected and assigned to

the jammed interface. Then, the interface switches to the assigned

channel to re-establish communication with its neighbors to recover

the lost connection due to the jammer presence. CA-JAM is a beacon-

based fully distributed channel assignment scheme resistant to jam-

ming attacks, where there is neither control channel nor a central

unit. To make our algorithm off-the-shelf 802.11-compatible, we only

slightly modified the beacon type that was defined in the IEEE 802.11

standard.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, related

work is presented, and in Section 3, our problem statement is de-

scribed. In Sections 4 and 5, the proposed CA-JAM algorithm and our

simulation results are described, respectively. Our conclusion is pre-

sented in Section 6.

2. Related work

The use of multiple interfaces incurs a channel assignment is-

sue. There exist several studies about channel assignment in litera-

ture each from different perspective; in this section we assess pre-

vious works in this issue. In [8] and [9], the authors provided ap-

proaches on how graph theory can be used for channel assignment

in MANETs. In [10], graphs are substantially applied to the channel

allocation. First, the topology is determined based on the connectiv-

ity and interference graph. The interference graph is used to deter-

mine link interference, and an optimal algorithm is formulated based

on the connectivity graph to reduce the multichannel link interfer-

ence. Finally, authors proposed an approximation algorithm, because

the coloring solution for the formulated graph is NP-hard. Moreover,

interference among users is considered when designing channel al-

location schemes. In [11], a centralized multi-radio conflict graph is

used to model interference among stations, where a channel is as-

signed using station intelligence to minimize interference through-

out the network. In [12], another form of conflict graph called Multi-

Dimensional Conflict Graph (MDCG) is proposed to find a possible

non-interfering channel assignment.

In [13], the authors proposed a static channel assignment algo-

rithm, where each interface is assigned a distinct channel and that

will determine the topology. The assignment strategy is to allocate

interfaces in a common neighbor with as many distinct channels as

possible such that the interference among connections is minimized.

The authors of [16] suggested that one of the multiple interfaces is

static while others are dynamic. In this method, HELLO messages are

exchanged among the stations over the static interface and the infor-

mation extracted from this message is used to mitigate interference

among stations.

The proposed scheme in [36], strives to minimize interference

with the help of channel assignment. This is a greedy assignment

which requires all the links in the network as an input. The goal

is to maximize the number of links that operate simultaneously.

First each link is mapped with the first channel then the upper and

lower bound SINR of each link while using that channel is obtained.
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
ollowing that links are prioritized based on the upper and lower

ound SINR on that channel; the link with highest priority will be

ssigned to that channel and the rest of the links are mapped to the

ext channel. This process is repeated until all the links are mapped

o channel.

Adaptive Dynamic Channel Allocation protocol (ADCA) is a hybrid

hannel assignment protocol proposed in [25]. Like [16], one inter-

ace of each station is static while the others are dynamic. The pur-

ose of the static interface is to enhance throughput between a sta-

ion and central node whereas the dynamic interfaces are designed to

ork in on-demand mode. Time is divided into fixed intervals, each

aving a control and data interval. In the control interval dynamic

nterfaces negotiate a channel and choose the “least congested chan-

el”. Each station has a queue associated with its neighbors and in

he data interval the algorithm takes the queue length into consid-

ration to choose to which group of neighbors it should communi-

ate first. In [15], IEEE 802.11 stations obtain neighbor information

hrough scanning and beacon broadcast. Then, they form a local co-

rdination group based on similarity of available channels. The group

otes on channels to select one channel as a coordination channel for

uture channel assignment.

The work in [21] suggests a group-based channel assignment

GCA) algorithm based on a divide and conquer approach. In GCA, sta-

ions are classified into a master and slaves, where the master is re-

ponsible for gathering new link formation and channel assignment.

hen a slave node joins the network it will send a request to its

eighbors who acknowledge with a reply. However, it is the job of

he master station to decide whether the new station’s link should be

ctivated or not. If it decides to activate the new link, the master will

end a broadcast message to all neighbors about the activation of the

ew link. In GCA, links are grouped based on the bandwidth require-

ent, and the groups are organized to form components. Then, links

f each component are assigned to different channels. The first and

econd procedures guarantee a balance whereas the last procedure

nhances throughput and fairness.

Another group based channel assignment is found in [33]. In this

cheme, stations that are fully connected to one another belongs to

ne group. Stations that overhear other groups communication are

alled bridge stations. First each group will be assigned one channel

n such a way that there is no collision between neighboring groups.

ne interface of each station in the group will use that for communi-

ation. Bridge stations will form fully connected group on their sec-

nd interface and that group will be assigned a channel in the same

anner. When stations communicate with in the group a Latin square

ased scheduling is implemented to avoid collision. When stations

ould like to communicate members of other group than its own

hen it will forward its data to the bridge station; the group made

f bridge stations also employ Latin square method to avoid collision.

The authors in [14] investigate the joint effect of topology control

nd channel assignment in two stages; first, every station adjusts and

hecks its link until an undirected graph is constructed; second, ev-

ry station is assigned a transmission channel. In [17], a joint channel

ssignment and routing protocol is proposed to minimize the maxi-

um number of l-hop neighbors that share the same channel. Each

tation builds the network topology from periodical HELLO messages

ent through the common control channel (CCC). Stations detect ac-

ive neighbors using the request-to-send (RTS)/ clear-to-send (CTS)

hrough CCC. Then, they choose a channel that is available for both

tations from their list. Other stations update their available channel

ist upon listening to the RTS/CTS. The use of a CCC and 802.11-like

AC protocol is also found in [18].

Unlike [17], to detect channel availability, stations use spectrum

ensing in addition to HELLO messages. One transceiver is used for a

CC whereas others are used for data exchange; Data Transmission

eServation (DTS) is used for control packet transmission in order

o announce spectrum reservation and transmit power to neighbors.
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-
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Table 1

Notations and their description.

C Number of channels

nI Number of interfaces per station

Cjmd Jammed channel number

NRC New random channel number

ui
c Interface i of station u operating on

channel c.

d(ui
c) Degree (i.e. number of neighbors) of

station u on interface i and channel c

S(ui
c) Set of distinct neighbors of station u

on interface i and channel c

dopt Optimal number of neighbors per

interface

k(G) Connectivity of graph G

�CG Group of neighbors that share the

same channel
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2 This work is an extension of our previous work [32]. This work provides full de-

scription of the working principle of our proposed scheme, the proof on the NP-

hardness of the scheme, and further performance evaluation.
imilarly, the work in [24] uses control information to implement

hannel assignment in MIMC environments. However, they reuse the

02.11 RTS/CTS messages in pursuit of avoiding two-hop interference.

he basic steps of this work are summarized as follows: when two

tations want to communicate, they exchange RTS/CTS on the control

hannel and the neighboring stations avoid using the same channel

y overhearing the control information.

A channel assignment based on parallel rendezvous scheme with

wo interfaces was proposed by the authors in [34]. Stations uses

opping sequence to form a link with neighbors. The first interface

s used for transmission and uses fast hopping whereas the second

nterface is used for reception and transmission of control messages

uch as HELLO packets; it follows slow hopping sequence. Station

s required to be synchronized with its 1-hop neighbors with the

econd interface using the HELLO messages. Channel is divided into

ime slots, when two stations are in the same slot communication

ccur.

In [19], the authors proposed an Ad hoc On Demand Distance Vec-

or (AODV) based joint channel assignment and routing algorithm.

imilar to [17,18], this method uses a CCC for information control;

owever, it uses interference indices to weight channels to avoid

nterference in the network. The authors of [26] categorized chan-

els into control and data classes. This work also modifies the fa-

ous AODV protocol to exchange control information. The authors

n [23] add an extra routing layer to address channel assignment to-

ether with routing. First, each interface of a station is indexed and

he channels from the lowest to the highest are assigned to these

nterfaces. The interface with the lowest index and channel is used

or best efforts; i.e. control information includes the channel and in-

erface. This work modifies the traditional Open Link State Routing

OLSR) protocol for the purpose of enhancing the throughput and per-

orming channel assignment. The control information is piggybacked

n Topology Control (TC) message of OLSR. The channel assignment

s then performed using TC messages which are received from the

eighbor based on estimation of available bandwidth of each node.

In [22], channel assignment using particle swarm optimization

PSO) is proposed. This is inspired by a social behavior, e.g. bird flock-

ng or fish schooling. Due to the discrete nature of multi-hop net-

orks, the original PSO could not be directly applied for CA. For

his reason, the authors first developed discrete PSO (DPSO) algo-

ithm to form DPSO-CA. The main focus of the work is to minimize

nterference while maintaining a topology. To preserve a topology,

wo neighbors must be assigned at least one channel. Interference

s avoided by applying crossover and mutation for the initial channel

ssignment of the network, which is supervised by a central node. A

ore comprehensive survey on channel assignment can be found in

27].

Another bio-inspired joint work is found in [35]. The authors for-

ulated an optimization problem to get the optimal channel and

ower allocation of the entire network such that throughput and
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
airness are enhanced. The problem is complex and NP-hard hard to

nd the optimal solution, which made the authors to consider the hy-

ridization of two bio-inspired schemes, genetic algorithms (GA) and

SO such that optimal channel and power allocation are achieved.

he authors used PSO to find the sub optimal solutions and use the

olutions from PSO in GA to find the optimal solution.

Most 802.11-based MAC protocols require the availability of a CCC

17–19,23,24], topological view [13,14,22] or central entity [11,12,21]

or channel assignment. Although, CCC, central entity or the whole

etwork could easily be jammed or compromised, none of the above

orks has taken jamming into consideration. In addition, some of

he works solve the channel assignment problem jointly with rout-

ng [19,23,26]. However, these works fail to work with multiple

outing protocols designed for MANETs. Taking the design princi-

les outlined in [20] into account and also considering the weak-

ess of exiting work we have proposed CA-JAM; the contribution

f this work in comparison with existing works is summarized as

ollows:

• We developed a channel assignment strategy that is scalable and

flexible for multi-interface multi-channel MANETs while being to-

tally distributed i.e. no CCC, central entity and no association with

network layer for routing. In addition, we develop a scheme that

enhance throughput and reduces interference. Our algorithm also

improves connectivity by balancing stations that are in the same

vicinity and using the same channel. Finally, CA-JAM is different

from existing works because it provides an adaptive channel as-

signment against jamming attacks.2

. Problem definition

For MANETs, the topology of a network can be represented as con-

ectivity graph G(V, E), where a vertex in V represents a station in the

etwork and an edge in E is placed between two vertices (u, v), if they

re within the communication range. Let |V| denote the cardinality of

. A conflict graph is consequently defined to account for interference

ssues. In a conflict graph, vertices represent the communication links

nd edges are placed between vertices corresponding to interfering

inks based on the protocol model. However, the conventional con-

ict and connectivity graph does not capture the MIMC environment.

o support our system model, we discuss a multi dimensional conflict

raph (MDCG) in the following subsection. The notations used in our

ystem model are described in Table 1.

.1. Conflict graph

An MDCG for MIMC MANETs is defined in [12]. To describe the

onflict relationship among stations, we modify radio-link-channel

RLC) tuples used in [12] to simple-RLCM (S-RLCM); where M is the

umber of tuples created by stations with a common channel and

an be calculated as M ≤ �(|V| × nI)�2�. S-RLC is defined as (ui
c, v j

c)
nd indicates that there is a common channel c between interfaces

and j of stations u and v that forms a link. Using these tuples, we

an describe all the possible conflicts in a MDCG. The conflicts can be

xplained using three events:

• X: stations are interfering in a protocol model.
• Y: stations are associated with the same channel.
• Z: stations that share a common interface at one or two stations.

There is a conflict between tuples when the condition (X ∩ Y ∩
) ∪ Z is true for two different S-RLCs. The first condition X ∩ Y ∩ Z

mplies that concurrent transmissions within the same interference
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-
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Fig. 1. Conversion from a given graph to conflict graph.
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range are not supported, whereas the second condition Z implies that

a single interface cannot support multiple transmissions. Let S-RLC =
{S-RLC1, S-RLC2, . . . , S-RLCm} (m ≤ K) be the set of tuples that transmit

concurrently, then an indicator function is defined as follows:

f (S-RLC) =
{

1 if there is a conflict in S-RLC,

0 otherwise.
(1)

To illustrate how the MDCG works, we assume a network with

two available channels and three stations A, B and C. Here A has two

interfaces while B and C have only one interface. A is within the trans-

mission range of both B and C; however, B and C are not in the trans-

mission range of each other as shown in Fig. 1a. This network can

be mapped into four S-RLC tuples. For example, tuple (A1
1
, B1

1
) means

that station A transmits to B on channel 1 and both stations use in-

terface 1. Therefore, using (X ∩ Y ∩ Z) ∪ Z condition and considering

all tuples, we obtain the MDCG as shown in Fig. 1b. According to the

MDCG in Fig. 1b, there is no conflict in either {(A1
1, B1

1), (A2
2,C1

2)} or

{(A2
2
, B1

2
), (A1

1
,C1

1
)} in S-RLC set. This implies (1) there will be no in-

terference between links if the network is configured according to

one of these two sets and ; (2) there is no interface conflict occurs

in the network. Although the MDCG finds the ultimate none interfer-

ing tuples, it has several deficiencies as discussed in Section 2. There-

fore, we propose an algorithm that can find the non-interfering tu-

ples while avoiding these drawbacks of MDCG. In the following, we

formulate the optimization problem.

3.2. Optimization problem

The goal of channel assignment is to optimally allocate the limited

number of channels available for MIMC MANETs. If the number of sta-

tions is less than the available channels or if the number of interfaces

per station is equivalent to the available channels, then the optimal

channel assignment can be achieved easily by exhaustive resource

mapping. However, in most practical scenarios, the available chan-

nels are less than the number of stations and more than the number

of interfaces. Minimizing the number of stations that are using the

same channel minimizes interference and enhances the throughput;

however, it affects connectivity k(G). Therefore, we need to identify

the optimal number of stations that are with in close proximity and

share the same channel while there is at least one path for any source

destination pair in the network. Also no two interfaces of one station

can have the same channel and there is no conflict according to the

MDCG, i.e., two links on the same interference range do not trans-

mit simultaneously. Mathematically, the optimization problem can
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
e stated as follows:

opt = {min d(ui
c)}

ubject to

i
c �= uj

c, ∀(i, j) ∈ NI

(G) ≥ 1,

f (S-RLC) ≤ 0,

(G), f (S-RLC) ∈ {0, 1}
, j, c ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} (2)

here

(G) =
{

1 if there is at least one path for any source
and destination,

0 otherwise.

(3)

ince the Finding the minimum degree of a vertex on each of its

nterfaces is equivalent to finding the optimal number of neighbors

dopt) that one station should have on each of its interfaces. The first

onstraint defines that two interfaces of one station cannot have the

ame channel. The second constraint means that the connectivity of

he graph should always be greater than or equal to one. This en-

orces that there should always be one path for any (source, destina-

ion) pair. The third constraint states that the final solution to the op-

imization problem should not contain conflicting tuples; i.e., inter-

erence should not be caused while trying to solve the optimization

roblem. Therefore, if we can find the optimal number of neighbors

hat one station has to have on each of its interfaces, then by limiting

ach interface to that number, we can obtain the optimal through-

ut and connectivity because that is the optimal number of stations

hat should share the same channel. Like the NP-hardness of channel

ssignment problems in many literatures [10,28,29], the channel as-

ignment of our work is also NP-hard for the MIMC ad-hoc networks.

ince the domain of all the variables of this optimization problem is

n integer, the nature of this optimization problem is of integer linear

rogramming, which is NP-hard. The proof of the NP-hardness of the

ptimization problem is given as follows.

heorem 1. It is NP-hard to find the optimal number of neighbors at

ach interface.

roof. We want to divide the network such that every group has the

ame number of stations and there is connectivity between any two

tations (k(G) ≥ 1). Let d(ui
c) be the degree of a vertex of station u on

nterface i and channel c, and let dopt be the optimal degree that ev-

ry station has, i.e., the minimum number of neighbors of one station

hat share the same channel on a single interface. We show that it
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Fig. 2. Beacon and data transmission in CA-JAM.
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s NP-complete to find dopt using the reduction from graph partition-

ng problem [30,31,31]. The graph partitioning problem states that

iven a graph G(V, E) and a constant k, it is NP-complete to induce G

nto k sub graphs G1, G2, . . . , Gk where the vertices of the induced sub

raphs are equal, while minimizing the disconnection, i.e., capacity

f edge cut, between sub graphs. Suppose we find dopt, which implies

(ui
c)=dopt for all interfaces of one station on any channel. This means

hat the number of stations on a certain channel is equal to the de-

ree of one station plus the station itself (dopt + 1). This solution gives

valid graph partitioning with minimum edge cut. Therefore, it is NP-

omplete to find an optimal degree for any dopt and d(ui
c). �

.3. Design considerations

Before explaining our CA-JAM algorithm, we discuss some fea-

ures that should be considered to design a good channel assignment

cheme. Later, the effectiveness of the proposed CA-JAM will be eval-

ated based on these principles.

• Interface-channel mapping: in the MIMC MANETs, mapping an in-

terface to a channel is not a simple task. It could create a discon-

nected network if interfaces of communicating neighbors have no

common channel, i.e., neighbors would not be able to rendezvous.
• Connectivity: channel assignment in MANETs is about having a

connected network. Because there is no central unit to oversee the

delivery of a packet from a source to a destination, the only way

to achieve successful data delivery is to guarantee a path from any

source to any destination.
• Interference and jamming avoidance: interference could be

caused intentionally by stations that want to disrupt an ongoing

communication (jamming) or unintentionally by stations that are

not aware of an ongoing communication (interference). A good

channel assignment scheme should be able to avoid both types of

interference.

. CA-JAM algorithm

In our system, stations exchange interface-to-channel mapping

nformation using beacons that are broadcasted by every station peri-

dically. The data communication between consecutive beacons fol-

ows the IEEE 802.11 protocol. Fig. 2 depicts beacon and data trans-

ission in our system. It only shows the operation of one interface of

hree stations operating on the same channel. Time is divided into

eacon Interval (BI), which consists of Beacon Duration (BD) and

02.11 DCF duration. In BD, stations randomly choose the time to

roadcast a beacon. We only modify the beacon message to include

he interface/MAC index sending the beacon and the channels that
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
re assigned to all the interfaces of a station, which makes CA-JAM

asily implementable using off-the-shelf 802.11 interfaces. The re-

eived beacon is organized in two look-up tables, the Neighbor_Table

nd Interface_Table. When extracting the information from the bea-

on, if M-IDX is 2 the channel assigned to the sending interface is C-2.

he rest C-i’s are used to re-establish a connection with the sending

tation in case this connection is lost. The detailed discussion on how

o use the C-i’s to re-establish the lost connection is discussed in the

ollowing subsections.

First, the Neighbor_Table is a collection of tuples with the following

nformation.

• Neighbor_ID stores the information collected from STN-ID

field of the beacon.
• MAC_Index stores information extracted from M-IDX of the bea-

con. Because a neighbor has multiple interfaces, MAC_Index
identifies the MAC of the interface that sent the beacon.

• NbrChannel_i(iε{1,...,I}) stores the neighbor’s channel number

for each interface and is collected from C_i fields of the beacon,

where (iε{1, . . . , I}).
• Expiry_Time stores the maximum time a tuple remains rele-

vant after it is created.

Second, the Interface_Table is made up of the following tuples:

• Nbrs_on_Interface_i(iε{1,...,I}) stores the list of neighbor IDs

that are exclusive to interface i for I interfaces. This helps a station

track the number of neighbors on each interface and their identi-

ties.

These tables are updated on three occasions: (1) when the chan-

el of an interface switches; (2) when the information has expired

nd; (3) when a beacon is received. Note that a neighbor might be

ound on more than one interface, which means there are multiple

inks between any two stations. CA-JAM is solely based on the above

ook-up tables and composed of three modules: rendezvous, interfer-

nce avoidance, and jammer mitigation, which will be explained in

he following subsections.

.1. Rendezvous

This module covers the channel assignment during the MIMC

ANET initialization or when a station joins the network for the first

ime. It is assumed that interfaces are indexed from 1 to nI. There-

ore, the station iterates through all of its interfaces and assigns each

ne a random channel that is different from others. This will enable

tations to satisfy the first condition of the optimization problem, i.e.,

wo interfaces of one station cannot have the same channel (ui
c �= u

j
c).
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Table 2

Rendezvous algorithm.

Input- C: number of channels, nI: number of interfaces

Procedure Rendezvous()

| 1: for i = ( 1 to nI ) do

| 2: channel_of_ui = newRandChNum()

| 3: i = i + 1

| 4: end for

| 5: while( beacon_duration )

| 6: for i = ( 1 to nI ) do

| 7: while( d(ui
c) == 0 )

| 8: channel_of_ui = newRandChNum()

| 9: i = i + 1

| 10: end while

| 11: end for

| 12: beacon_duration = next_duration

| 13: end while

End procedure

Table 3

Random channel generator algorithm.

Input- Cjmd: jammed channel number NRC = 0: new random channel number

Procedure newRandChNum()

| 1: NRC = random( 1,...,C )

| 2: for i = ( 1 to nI ) do

| 3: if ( NRC == channel_of_ui OR NRC == Cjmd ) then

| 4: NRC = random( 1,...,C )

| 5: i = 1

| 6: end if

| 7: i = i + 1

| 8: end for

| 9: return NRC

End procedure

Table 4

Interference avoidance algorithm.

Input- d(ui
c): degree of a station u on interface i, NI: number of interfaces, S(ui

c):

set of distinct neighbors on interface i,

Procedure interferenceAvoidance()

| 1: for i = ( 1 to NI ) do

| 2: S(ui
c) = getDistinctNbrs(i)

| 3: nbrsOn_Inti = Interface_Table.getNext()

| 4: d(ui
c) = nbrsOn_Inti .sizeOf()

| 5: if ( d(ui
c) > dopt AND S(ui

c) == ∅ ) then

| 6: channel_of_ui = newRandChNum()

| 7: end if

| 8: i = i + 1

| 9: end for

End Procedure
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The rendezvous and random channel generator algorithms are given

in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

After all interfaces have a distinct channel according to lines 1 to

3 of the rendezvous algorithm, the station broadcasts beacons on all

interfaces and listens to its neighbors’ beacons. If a station hears at

least one beacon from neighbors, then a rendezvous is completed and

the station starts to update the tables. However, if there is no beacon

for the whole beacon duration, which means there is no neighbor on

that interface, the station waits until the next beacon duration, as-

signs a new channel, and broadcasts its new assignment while listen-

ing again (lines 5 to 13 of the rendezvous module). In other words,

the station will stop rendezvous process when it receives a beacon

from other station, which mean there is at least one node in that

channel. Line 3 in the random channel module ensures that the new

channel is not jammed or has already been assigned to another inter-

face. This process is repeated until there is at least one neighbor on

each interface, i.e., d(ui
c) ≥ 1. Through this process, the second con-

dition of the optimization problem is fulfilled, i.e., k(G) ≥ 1. Unless

the distance between one or a group of stations is much longer than

the remaining network, there will be no disconnection. This is done

by counting the entities of Nbrs_on_Interface_i from the Inter-

face_Table. In other words, if the count of Nbrs_on_Interface_i
is zero, it means there is no neighbor on that interface.

4.2. Interference avoidance

Now that the network has been established through rendezvous,

all stations in the network have at least one or more neighbors on

each of their interfaces. Let �CG be the group of stations that reside

on the transmission range of each other and use the same channel to

form a communicating group. However, for successful communica-

tion , the �CG group has to overcome interference that is caused by

one of the following scenarios:
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as
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• First, the hidden and exposed terminal problems occur because

they are common among the IEEE 802.11 networks.
• Second, interference or congestion occurs, if the number of sta-

tions in �CG is high.
• Third, interference occurs among �CG if there is any station that

has a neighbor within the interference range that uses the same

channel ( f (S-RLC) = 1).

Because stations that belong to the same �CG listen to the probe

essages broadcasted in the group, the first type of interference is

asily avoided using the RTS/CTS mechanism. The second type of

nterference is caused by capacity overload due to the existence of

any stations in the same �CG or channel. Therefore, to avoid such

nterference, a station needs to check if the number of its neighbors

n each specific interface d(ui
c) is greater than dopt. Here, dopt is the

aximum number of neighbors a station can have on each of its in-

erfaces optimally. For that matter, we compare if the current num-

er of neighbors on one interface is greater than dopt. For interfaces

ith d(ui
c) ≥ dopt , stations check whether there are multiple links

ith all neighbors on this interface (i.e. if S(ui
c) = ∅). When the con-

ition holds, S(ui
c) = ∅, the station re-assigns a new distinct chan-

el to that interface such that the current channel is less congested

nd new connections are created. This enhances the connectivity.

able 4 shows the pseudo code of the interference avoidance mod-

le, where lines 2 to 4 get the size of neighbors and the set of distinct

eighbors of an interface, and lines 5 to 7 check the conditions (that

he number of neighbors on this interface has exceeded dopt and all

eighbors in this interface have multiple links with this station) and

hen the condition is true station assign a new channel to this inter-

ace. Otherwise, the station will remain on the same channel because

onnectivity is more critical in MANETs. S(ui
c) is obtained by cross-

eferencing both tables. Station matches the Neighbor_IDwith the

brs_on_Interface_i for iε{1, . . . , I}, if Neighbor_ID exists

n more than one interface , it means neighbor has multiple link with

his station so it will not be added to S(ui
c). This implies S(ui

c) = ∅,

eans all neighbors on interface i has multiple links with this station.

he module to select distinct channels is shown in Table 5, where

ines 3 to 9 count the number of interfaces on which neighbors exist

nd lines 10 to 12 check if the count is one i.e, if a neighbor is exclusive

o the interface.

Eventually, when this process is repeated by every station, the

umber of neighbors on every interface converges to the minimum

umber that could communicate to that interface d(ui
c) = dopt . Thus

he goal of the optimization problem is accomplished as stated in

ection 3. This process implicitly avoids the primary interference; this

ill be discussed using an example in Section 4.4.

.3. Jammer mitigation

CA-JAM is able to switch channels to re-establish a link against

amming. When an operating channel of an interface is jammed, the
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Table 5

Distinct neighbor selection algorithm.

Input- inum: Interface Number

Procedure getDistinctNbrs(inum)

| 1: count = 0

| 2: while ( Neighbor_Table.hasNext() )

| 3: nbr < − Neighbor_Table.getNext()

| 4: for i = ( 1 to NI ) do

| 5: nbrsOn_Inti = Interface_Table.getNext()

| 6: if ( nbr.isIn_List(nbrsOn_Inti) )

| 7: Increment count

| 8: end if

| 9: end for

| 10: if ( count == 1 )

| 11: S(uinum
c ) < - nbr

| 12: end if

| 13: count = 0

| 14: end while

| 15: return S(uinum
c )

End Procedure

Table 6

Jammer mitigation algorithm.

Input- Cjmd: jammed channel number, /∗ flag is used to indicate whether BCH and

CCH can be used or not. If flag = 0 at least one of the can be used if flag = 1 then

the jammed channel should be assigned new random channel∗/ flag = 0 first it is

set to 0

Procedure jammingMitigation()

| 1: for i = ( 1 to nI ) do

| 2: if ( Cjmd == channel_of_ui ) then

| 3: getBackupCandidateCH(i)

| 4: channel_of_ui = BC(ui)

| 5: for j = ( 1 to NI ) do

| 6: if ( channel_of_ui == channel_of_uj and flag == 0 ) then

| 7: new_CH = CC(ui)

| 8: j = 1

| 9: f lag = 1

| 10: else if ( flag == 1 ) then

| 11: channel_of_ui = newRandChNum()

| 12: end if

| 13: end for

| 14: end if

| 15: end for

End Procedure
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Table 7

Backup and candidate channel selection algorithm.

Input- inum: Interface Number BCH(ui) = 0: backup channel interface

i, CCH(ui) = 0: candidate channel interface i

Procedure getBackupCandidateCH(inum)

| 1: S(uinum
c ) = getDistinctNbrs(inum)

| 2: while ( S(uinum
c ).hasNext() )

| 3: distNbrCH < − S(uinum
c ).getChannel()

| 4: if ( inum != nI and inum != NI−1 )

| 5: L-BCH < − distNbrCHinum+1

| 6: L-CCH < − distNbrCHinum+2

| 7: else if ( inum == NI−1 )

| 8: L-BCH < − distNbrCHnI

| 9: L-CCH < − distNbrCH1

| 10: else if ( inum == NI )

| 11: L-BCH < − distNbrCH1

| 12: L-CCH < − distNbrCH2

| 13: end if

| 14: end while

| 15: BCH(uinum ) = L-BCH.getFrequentCH()

| 16: CCH(uinum ) = L-BCH.getFrequentCH()

end Procedure
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tation selects a set of neighbors that are distinct to the jammed in-

erface S(ui
c) from the table, i.e., stations will try to reconnect with

eighbors that share a single link rather than multiple ones. This

s described in Table 6. In line 2, it finds which channel is jammed

nd in line 3, the preparation of backup and candidate channels

or that interface is requested by invoking the module as described

n Table 7. Similar to the interference avoidance module, mem-

ers of S(ui
c) are selected by matching the Neighbor_ID with the

brID_on_Interface_i for iε{1, . . . , I}. Then, for each neighbor

n S(ui
c), stations compare the jammed channel Cjmd to the neigh-

ors’ channels. When a match is found , i.e., Cjmd = ci, iε{1, . . . , I} of

he neighbor, channels ci+1 and ci+2 will be added to the list of eli-

ible backup (L-BCH) and candidate (L-CCH) channels, respectively.

hen Cjmd = cNI−1
, then cnI

and c1 will be used in the respective lists.

f Cjmd = cnI
, then c1 and c2 will be used. This is done through the

ackup and candidate channel module, lines 2 to 14. According to

ines 15 and 16, the most common channel from S(ui
c) become backup

BCH) and candidate (CCH) channel using L-BCH and L-CCH. 3 When

he operating channel of an interface of a station is jammed due to the

resence of neighbor users, it independently switches to the BCH. If
3 Both BCH and CCH might be considered as backup channels. In our system where

e have three interfaces, the BCH and CCH of a certain interface are the two channels

sed in the other two interfaces.

I

j

w

T

t

Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
he BCH is not available, that interface switches to the CCH. In the

ircumstance when both BCH and CCH channels are jammed, a new

hannel other than the BCH and CCH will be assigned to the interface

sing the rendezvous process.

For instance, for stations with three interfaces, if the jammed

hannel of a neighbor is the first interface, then the channels that its

eighbor uses for its second and third interfaces will be added to the

ist of eligible backup and candidate channels, respectively. Then from

he list of eligible backup and candidate channels, the station selects

he most dominant ones from both lists and makes them the BCH and

CH for the jammed interface. Next, the station updates the Neigh-

or_Table and assigns the BCH to its interface. If this is also jammed,

t tries the CCH. In case both are not available then a random channel

ill be assigned according to the rendezvous process.

.4. Example of CA-JAM algorithm

The CA-JAM algorithm is described using an example. We first de-

cribe rendezvous, and then explain interference avoidance and jam-

er mitigation, concurrently. Assume a network of five stations, each

ith three interfaces. We chose the number of interfaces to be three,

ecause it is suitable to show the working principle of CA-JAM with

ackup and candidate channel, as discussed below. The simulation

ollows this as well. Only one neighbor per interface is allowed (dopt =
). First, each station selects a distinct random channel for all its inter-

aces as depicted in Fig. 3a. When stations pick the same channel with

heir interfaces and exchange beacons for rendezvous, a communi-

ating group �CG is formed. Fig. 3b shows the processes of beacon

xchange and rendezvous. For instance, station A on channel 1 with

ts interface 1, A1
1, and station B on channel 1 with its interface 1, B1

1,

orm communicating group �CG. Similarly, other stations form more

roups: �CG = {(A1
1
, B1

1
), (B3

5
,C3

5
), (C1

6
, D1

6
), (D2

8
, E2

8
), (C2

2
, D3

2
, E3

2
)}.

uring beacon reception, each station updates its Neighbor_Table a

d Interface_Table. In this paper, we only show the tables of stations

and D due to the lack of space. Fig. 3c demonstrates the update

rocedure applied for stations B and D.

As a result of assignment and rendezvous process, station D has

ore neighbors on its interface 3 than it is allowed. Station D is

ware of the situation using the information from the Interface_Table.

n the mean time, suppose channel 1 between station A and B is

ammed as depicted in Fig. 3d. The next step for station D is to check

hether there are multiple links with all neighbors on interface 3.

his condition exists because, station D is connected with C and E

hrough interface 1 and 2, respectively. Therefore, station D switches
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Fig. 3. The procedure followed in the CA-JAM algorithm with three interfaces per station.
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to another channel to avoid interference and most likely switches

to a channel that is common with one of its neighbors. Meanwhile,

station B finds which interface of station A lost a link. Using this infor-

mation, station B adds the channel of the second and third interfaces

to the backup and candidate channel list (L-BCH = { 2 } and L-CCH =
{ 8 }). Because there is no other neighbor on this channel at the time

of jamming, both lists only contain a single element, which implies

these channels directly become backup BCH(B1) = 2 and candidate

CH(B1) = 8 channels. Hence, station B switches its interface one

to channel 2. It is important to note that, if station D had not left

channel 2, the interference in that channel could have been severe.

Although it is not shown here station A follows the same procedure

as B; therefore, interface 1 of station A switches to channel 7 to

mitigate the jammer effect. As depicted in Fig. 3e, CA-JAM results in

a more connected and less interfered network at the end of channel

assignment and jammer mitigation. Finally, Fig. 3f shows the updates

of the Neighbor_Table and Interface_Table for stations B and D.

When the above process is performed repeatedly, neighbors per

interface will be equal to one. This shows that CA-JAM can find non-

interfering tuples, similar to the MDCG, without the help of a central

entity or use of CCC and manages to mitigate jamming. The CA-JAM

algorithm fulfills the design considerations: interface-channel map-

ping, connectivity, and interference avoidance. However, not every

station transmits and receives all the times. Thus, it is not impor-
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as
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ant to have only one neighbor per each interface just to find non-

nterfering tuples. In addition, stations can benefit from having a few

eighbors rather than only one. Therefore, it is essential to determine

ow many neighbors per each interface (dopt) is sufficient. In the next

ection, we will determine and show that one neighbor per interface

s not the ideal solution through simulation.

. Performance evaluation

In this section, we discuss experimental results obtained from the

PNET simulator. Table 8 presents our simulation parameters. As per

raffic, each station is configured with three traffic types and any

tation can choose to transmit at any time unless its beacon dura-

ion time. During transmission time stations transmit one packet of

ach traffic type; however, the next transmission time is determined

y traffic distribution. Unless specified otherwise, the distribution

f packet inter arrival time remains uniform for the entire evalua-

ion. In constant distribution the inter arrival is fixed whereas in uni-

orm distribution the inter-arrival time is varied between the min and

ax value.Since we modified 802.11a standard in OPNET, to show

he improvement by using multiple interfaces, we compared the

ingle-interface scenario with the multi-interface using the legacy

EEE 802.11a protocol. In Fig. 4, we present the network throughput

s a function of the number of stations for the IEEE 802.11a protocol
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Fig. 4. Throughput comparison of a single and multiple interfaces of IEEE 802.11 sta-

tions as the number of stations increases.
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Table 8

Simulation parameters.

Parameters Values

Station type 802.11a (can be 802.11 n or ac)

Network deployment area 800 m x 800 m

Transmission range 150 m

Mobility Random way point

Number of channels 6

Number of interfaces 3

Simulation time 5 min

Routing protocol AODV

Traffic Type Email, VoIP, Low resolution video

Traffic generation pattern Uniform in [1,110]

Data rate 54 Mbps

Ground speed 5 m/sec

Beacon interval 0.5 s

Beacon duration 0.05 s

Jammer transmission power 20 W

Jammer packet inter-arrival time 1 ms

Jammer packet size 1024 bits
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Fig. 6. Throughput as the number of neighbors per interface increases for various

numbers of jammed channels (45 stations).
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o show the impact of using multiple interfaces. When stations were

quipped with multiple interfaces, the network throughput increased

ompared with a single interface. This ensures the use of multiple in-

erfaces increases the capacity of the network.

Fig. 5 depicts network throughput as a function of the number of

eighbors per interface. The result showed that the throughput was

aximum when the number of neighbors was three. It is interesting

o note that according to this result, in MANETs, increasing the num-

er of station for a given area did not always provide better through-

ut, i.e., the throughput of 45 stations was better than that of 50 sta-

ions as shown in Fig. 5.

To see the effect of jamming attack on the ideal neighbor number

er interface of the network, we kept the number of stations 45 and

aried the number of jammed channels. The results are compared in

ig. 6. As the number of jammers increased from zero to three, the
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
deal number of neighbors per interface remained three; however,

he throughput decreased as the number of jammers increased. This

xplains that CA-JAM adapted to jamming attacks very well. To val-

date that a MIMC MANET benefits from assigning the ideal number

f neighbors per interface, we measured the average number of hops

aken by data packet before it reach its destination (see Fig. 7). More-

ver, the connectivity of the network was better when the number of

eighbors per interface was three (dopt = 3). From Figs. 5–7, we have

earned that the network performs better when the ideal number of

eighbors per interface is three. Therefore, for the remaining evalu-

tion, the number of neighbors per interface for CA-JAM was set to

hree, dopt = 3.

Then we evaluated the performance of CA-JAM for different traf-

c generation patterns and routing protocols as shown in Fig. 8. Intu-

tively, we had chosen AODV as a routing protocol for CA-JAM simula-

ion, since it incurs less routing information exchange. We considered

he traffic patterns as Poisson and Constant distribution with mean
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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2 as well as Uniform distribution during interval [1,110]. We used

routing protocols, AODV and OLSR. When we compared the routing

protocols under the same traffic pattern, AODV showed a better per-

formance than OLSR in all traffic distributions. This motivated us to

choose AODV as a routing protocol for most of the simulation. How-

ever, CA-JAM has flexibility to work with any routing protocol . On the

other hand, we simulated with different traffic types to see if CA-JAM

reacts to load variation. Fig. 8 evidently shows that CA-JAM can adapt

to various traffic types, which shows how CA-JAM could scale as the

load in the network increases or decreases. Thus, CA-JAM is proved to

work under various traffic loads and routing protocols, which shows

its flexibility and scalability.

The performance of CA-JAM was compared with other algorithms

for multi-interfaced stations. We compared CA-JAM to MDCG as well

as the IEEE 802.11a standard. This is because MDCG captures the

MIMC network environment compared to the rest of works men-

tioned in Section 2. Besides, CA-JAM was also compared with random

assignment to show that simple channel assignment does not give

the best solution. For the random channel assignment, we modified

the IEEE 802.11 system to assign channels randomly. We compared

their throughput, number of re-transmissions, and delay. As shown in

Fig. 9, the throughput of CA-JAM was higher than the other schemes.

While random assignment showed a better result for a small number

of stations, it was neither consistent nor better than CA-JAM as the

number of stations increased. In addition, this does not mean ran-

dom is better than CA-JAM in terms of over all performance, which

will be shown when we discuss jamming, delay and retransmission

afterwards.

Following that, we measured the performance of all channel as-

signment schemes under jamming attack; jammers jam the network

every 1ms and send a packet of 1024 bits. As shown in Fig. 10, the

throughput of CA-JAM was always highest and decreased gradually

as the number of jammed channels increased. Since jammers can not
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
am the entire area and due to the data transmitted between con-

ecutive jamming trials, some throughput was still achievable even

hough all six available channels were jammed. In fact, the through-

ut of CA-JAM was twice higher than the other schemes, when the

etwork was under jamming attack.

We also compared the delay performance of CA-JAM with other

chemes. As depicted in Fig. 11, the delay of CA-JAM was always sta-

le and low, whereas the delay of IEEE 802.11 was very high and un-

table because there is no means of controlling interference in 802.11

ystem. When the number of stations are varied, 802.11 system only

ollows the network setup, when the setup is suitable the network is

ore connected and less interfered, which leads to lower delay. On

he other hand, in unsuitable network set up stations in 802.11 inter-

ere most of the time since they reside in the same channel which

eads to transmission delay due to an unsent packet. This is not the

ase for MDCG and CA-JAM because these schemes have interference

voidance mechanism where as in random scheme stations reside in

ifferent channel, which makes it less prone to delay compared to

02.11 systems. Moreover, the delay of CA-JAM only increased by a

ery small margin, even when the number of stations increased. In

disconnected network, the number of re-transmission attempts be-

omes very high, because stations did not have many paths. In Fig. 12,

he number of re-transmission attempts showed similar behavior

ith the delay. These results confirmed that the network achieved

etter connectivity and exhibited smaller interference under the CA-

AM assignment. In Fig. 9 the random assignment had a favorable

hannel selection when the number of nodes as small. However, the

hroughput was enhanced at the cost of higher delay and retrans-

ission as shown in Figs. 11 and 12 respectively. In addition, ran-

om assignment exhibits a lower performance under jamming at-

ack. This means that, even when random selection has the favorable

onditions, the overall performance of CA-JAM is better in terms of
signment and jammer mitigation for MANETs with multiple inter-

.doi.org/10.1016/j.comcom.2015.09.003
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Fig. 13. Throughput as a function of beacon interval.
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R
elay, retransmission and throughput as well as under jamming at-

ack.

Finally, since our work was based on beacon exchange and mul-

iple channels, we investigated the effect of these parameters on

he network throughput. Although a longer beacon interval provided

ome benefit to the network with a higher number of stations, it

id the opposite for a network with a smaller number of stations, as

hown in Fig. 13. This means, the overhead created by short beacon

nterval is small. The longer intervals results in inconsistency rather

han smaller overheads. Therefore, the selection of making the bea-

on interval 1 ms was a desirable choice.

In addition, multiple channels with the right channel assignment

mproved the capacity of MANETs. However, even with a good chan-

el assignment scheme, too many channels did not always create a

etter throughput. This was because stations took more time for ren-

ezvous. Even when a rendezvous was achieved it was done with

mall number of neighbors per interface because interfaces of sta-

ions were distributed over many available channels. Fig. 14 shows

he effect of number of channels in the network. For CA-JAM, the

hroughput increased until the number of channels was six, and then

t started to decrease again. For the MDCG and random schemes, the

ighest throughput was achieved when the number of channels was

even. Despite the fact that MDCG and random assignments had a

aximum throughput at this number of channels, the throughput

f both schemes is still lower than the proposed CA-JAM. However,

hen the number of channels is fewer than the number of inter-

aces, the random scheme outperforms CA-JAM. Although the avail-

ble channels cannot be able to accommodate any more partition-

ng, due to the working principles of CA-JAM, it requires stations to

hange channels frequently such that there is a balanced assignment,

hich is not the case in the random scheme. Therefore, CA-JAM is

uitable for MANETs where the number of channels is always greater

han the number of interfaces.
Please cite this article as: Y.Z. Jembre, Y.-J. Choi, Beacon-based channel as

faces and multiple channels, Computer Communications (2015), http://dx
. Conclusion

MANETs can be easily deployed to provide essential help in a mil-

tary and disaster relief networks. However, the presence of jam-

ers, harsh environment of war zone or the absence of central en-

ity, such as access point, affect the performance of such networks.

he performance of MANETs can be enhanced by deploying stations

ith multiple interfaces that operate on multiple channels. While

he network benefits from multiple interfaces, it still had limita-

ions due to poor channel utilization. To overcome this issue, we

roposed CA-JAM algorithm, which is a channel assignment scheme

hat considers jammer mitigation as well. Our simulation results

howed that CA-JAM provided higher throughput with reasonable

elay and re-transmission. The results confirmed that the proposed

lgorithm could greatly enhance the network performance; thus

aking MANETs feasible to use in any desired environment.

Although our focus has been channel assignment and current

outing protocols are designed for single interfaced MANETS, there

s a room to enhance the performance by jointly integrating it with a

outing protocol. Our future work will integrate channel assignment

ith routing to achieve a better performance and fully utilize MIMC

eature. Also, we plan to implement our work with off the shelf 802.11

roducts, to test the performance of CA-JAM in the real environments.
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